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Native Advertising & Content Marketing

1 What IS native advertising and content marketing? 

2 Why use content as part of your digital marketing mix?

3 How to measure performance of content

4 Using content to create engagement (and leads) 

5 Bringing it all together - case studies



What is native advertising?

Paid-for content that is relevant 
to the consumer experience, is 
integrated to the surrounding 
content and is not interruptive.  

The paid distribution of branded 
content.“ “

 IAB Ireland, Official Guide to  Native Advertising            

“
“

 IAB, Branded Content Distribution Guide     
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Articles Podcasts

Webinars 

Social 
mediaHow-To’s

Case 
Studies Videos

Imagery

What is ‘content’?

Brand

content
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Why use content in your digital marketing?2

 49%

Growth in investment
2017-2020



Why use content in your digital marketing?

how does
content

marketing fit
in with your 

existing
marketing 

strategy?

create  deeper  engagement

increases purchase consideration

build brand advocacy

support SEO
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Measuring content

revenue awareness engagement conversion

sales

subscriptions

downloads

purchases

users

page views

video views

social sharing

likes

shares

retweets

comments

newsletter sign ups

request forms

enquiries

contact form fills
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the business. 
KOTANICAL is a small Irish 
business that is the first company 
in Ireland to distill oil from natural 
native sources.

Kotanical founder Karl Murray 
spent over six years researching 
Essential Oil distillation 
techniques and experimenting 
with wild-crafted ingredients, 
Karl's vision has became a reality 
through growing herbs 
independently, utilizing local 
sourcing methods and 
developing relationships with 
farmers and growers.

The production of Ireland's first 
and only essential oils began.

the brief. 
A simple brief - we need 
awareness of our brand, at 
scale, along with evergreen 
discovery of our product 
range and attributes. 

We want to focus on the 
main USPs of Kotanical's 
products, specifically the 
various essential oils that have 
their own benefits for sleep, 
motivation and relaxation.
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the solution.
We showcased the unique 
benefits of Kotanical products 
through the use of short 30 
seconds social videos focusing 
on a relaxing bedtime routine, 
promoting exercise recovery 
and a less stressful working from 
home environment. 

The native content 
complemented the video series 
and detailed the other products 
that are available from 
Kotanical and how they can be 
used and be of benefit in your 
everyday life. 

High Impact Display was used to 
get reach at scale for the brand 
which included specific money 
off codes to entice our readers 
to try the products.

the results.

51,323

86,946

143,031

page 
views

video 
views

social  
reach









How can we help you?

Publisher Content studios

- Publishers & media companies know their audience better than anyone and many offer 
content creation services for clients that include distribution across their owned 
properties
- Different types of content work well in different publisher environments - lean on the 
expertise of your publisher partner 



Three key takeouts

COST

You’ll be surprised! Most 

campaigns are scalable. 

Costs typically start from 

€500

COMPLEXITY 

Lean on your publishing 

partner. They can take the 

heavy lifting out of process 

and create industry-leading 

work.  

ROI

Investing in content is not 
short-term. It's about being salient 

& relevant  when your (potential) 

customers need a product like yours



Thank you. Mark Whyte

@mrmarkwhyte

mark.whyte@reachplc.com
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